
TERMS USED IN CONSTRUCTION

Dart : A fold of fabric stitched to a point at one end. Used to fit to body curves

Ease : Extra measurement allowed for comfort. It is the difference between
actual body measurement and the size of the garment.

Grain: Direction of the fabric that runs parallel to the selvedge (a stretchier grain is found 
running perpendicular to the selvedge). Commercial patterns have an arrow on them <—–> 
indicating direction of the grain to assist in laying out the pattern pieces correctly

Layout : The arrangement of pattern pieces on the material so as to ensure
economical cutting.

Stay stitching : A row of stitching worked just inside, the seam allowance and close to the stitiching 
line in order to prevent areas on the bias or curve from stretching..
Importance of Stay Stitching

Stay stitching is generally done to the curved, cut edges of the garment
pieces to stop ravelling and stretching out of shape. It is done immediately after
cutting and on single layer material. It can be done either with the hand or machine
with long stitches with a contrasting colour thread

 Selvedge : This is the finished edge of the fabric. Selvedge is woven
differently with extra yarns and stronger yarns than the rest of the fabric. In a
good quality fabric, the selvedge is very compactly woven and is about half inch
wide. On poor fabrics, selvedge will be narrow and loosely woven.

Seam Allowance : Extra fabric allowed outside the pattern for seams or within
the garment to allow for gathers, case, pleats and tucks.

 Grain : Grain refers to the direction of yarns in the fabric. Woven
fabric are made up of lengthwise and crosswise or filling yarns interlaced at
right angles to each other. The direction of yarns indicate the grain of fabric.
These directions are called length wise and cross wise grains of a fabric. On
patterns, lengthwise grains is referred to as straight grain.
Lengthwise yarns are usually stronger and heavier and stretch less than
crosswise yarns. This property can be used to identify the lengthwise grain on
piece of fabric, without selvedge.

Cross wise

                        Length wise                                                      



Bias : Bias is any direction on the fabric that does not follow exactly
a lengthwise or crosswise yarn. True bias makes an angle of
45o across the lengthwise and crosswise yarns. It has greatest stretch. It is used
in neckline facings or to finish any curved edges.

DART

A dart is wedge shaped area used for shaping a flat piece of fabric to the
curves of the figure. A wide dart will create more shaping and a narrow dart will
create less shaping. Darts can be classified as functional or decorative and some
times some darts serve both the purposes.Functional darts are those that are
necessary for fitting of body curves. Examples of functional darts are back waist
darts, front under arm and under bust, front and back darts in a close fitting
skirt etc. Decorative darts may serve this functional purpose as well as add
significance to the design. While making a dart the length of the dart and width
of the dart should be considered.

Single Dart

Single dart is usually found in bodice block. For example, bust line dart,
waist line dart, armhole dart and centre front darts. It is wider at the base and
tapes to the tip in shape. It is stitched on the wrong side of the garment. To make
this dart, transfer the dart marking of the paper pattern to the fabric, find the
centre point on the wide end of the dart, make a fold to the tip of the dart,
keeping the right side of fabric together. This fold is basted exactly along the
stitching line markings and later machined from the wide end to the narrow end
tapering off to the point. The threads should be fastened at the tapered ends
with a knot as shown   



Double Dart

These darts are used when single piece garments are stitched from shoulder
to a level below the waist and longer. It is a diamond shape with a wider central
part and narrow tips on either side. Start from the middle where the dart is
widest (a) and stitch to one end (b) ,again from the middle stitch to the other
end (c) as in the  . Make the stitches at the middle part overlap. Clip the
finished dart to within 1/4 inch of the stitching line at the middle section of the
dart .

.

 Preparation of Bias Strip

True bias falls on a diagonal line at 450 to the lengthwise and crosswise
grains. It has the maximum elasticity or in other words it stretches more than in
any other direction cloth.

a. Cutting Bias Strips

Fold the fabric diagonally so that the length wise threads of the folded part
falls parallel to the crosswise threads on the rest of the material. Using a gauge
or ruler, measure from the fold to desired width of bias strip and draw parallel
lines and cut strips along the marked lines and trim off ends along warp threads.



Cutting of Bias Strip

b.Joining Bias Strips

Place the two strips to be joined right sides facing and the edges of the
outright angles to each other. Move the strip 1/4 inch beyond the other so that
the sharp point at the ends of the strips project on either side . Press
the seam open and trim the seam projections showing on right side.

          Cutting and joining of bias strips


